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meeting’s books are How to Know the Birds: The Art &
Adventure of Birding by Ted Floyd and Mrs. Moreau’s Warbler: How Birds Got Their Names by Stephen Moss.
Parking Lots. In addition to the parking lot adjacent to
the library, there’s a lightly used, well-lit, and fairly close
municipal lot on the east side of S. Ocean Ave., on the
near (south) side of the gas station that borders Sunrise
Highway.

NEXT MEETING

Thursday, October 10, 2019
Tuesday Night Is Yom Kippur
7:30 p.m.
Freeport Memorial Library
144 W. Merrick Rd. (at S. Ocean Ave.)
SPEAKER: Heff Stoppe
TOPIC:
Great Horned Owl Family at Hempstead
Lake State Park
For our October meeting, Ray Savage (better known as
Heff Stoppe — which plays on photography’s f-stop — on
Facebook, Flickr, and Instagram) will be making his first
appearance as SSAS’s guest speaker.
Ray is a computer network engineer and security specialist who has been a photography enthusiast for over
30 years, starting in his teens when his father gave him
a Zenith film camera, which he “promptly destroyed by
taking it apart.” His father recently informed him that the
camera would have been worth around $9000 today as a
collectable.
Four years ago, Ray purchased an advanced DSLR
(digital single-lens reflex camera) and a “decent” short
lens, and started visiting local parks. While photographing landscapes and some ducks, he encountered a hawk
but found his lens’ focal length wanting; his next purchase
was a 400-mm zoom lens and he was “off and running
with the bird photography obsession.” Since that encounter, he has learned to love nature and appreciate the animals much more. His photos are very bird-centric, with
the occasional squirrel or butterfly.
Ray will share his encounters in Hempstead Lake State
Park since 2016 with the Great Horned Owls that gained
attention as parents this year, successfully nesting in an
easily viewed tree that is among the thousands that SSAS
is trying to save from the Governor’s Office of Storm
Recovery’s federally funded ax. Ray captured the birth,
rescue, fledging, and flight of their owlets. Join us!
Pre-Meeting Book Discussion. Arrive a half-hour early
to participate in a discussion led by R. U. Abyrdar II (aka
Paul Stessel) of the book(s) that he & Sy Schiff and/or
Frank Scoblete reviewed in the previous Skimmer. This
DATE:
REASON:
TIME:
PLACE:
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IN ORDER TO MINIMIZE WASTE, PLEASE
BRING COFFEE MUGS TO OUR MEETINGS.

SHADE-GROWN COFFEE PROTECTS RAINFORESTS!

SSAS Mission Statement — The mission of
South Shore Audubon Society is to promote environmental education; conduct research pertaining to local
bird populations, wildlife, and habitat; and preserve
and restore our environment, through responsible
activism, for the benefit of both people and wildlife.
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COME JOIN OUR FALL PLANTING
AT THE PURCELL PRESERVE
Betty Borowsky

Many of you know that the responsibility for preserving about half of the Purcell Preserve of the Hempstead
Plains has been transferred from Nassau County to the
Friends of the Hempstead Plains. Although the Preserve
has been almost entirely neglected for decades, and is
badly overgrown with nonnative invasives, recently expert botanists found several rare prairie plants there.
In order to assist preservation efforts while making the
Purcell Preserve more accessible to the public, South
Shore Audubon Society obtained a grant from the National Audubon Society’s Coleman and Susan Burke Center
for Native Plants to develop a safe and attractive entrance
to the Preserve. We are ready for our fall planting, and
would greatly appreciate your help!
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We hope you can join us on Sunday,
October 13 from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. to help
us in that effort. Come for as long as you
wish — this will also give you an opportunity to enjoy the Preserve.
Bring gloves and small gardening tools
— we will provide some light snacks and water.
Directions and Parking. From the west, turn left (north
— or from the east turn right) from Hempstead Turnpike
onto Earl Ovington Boulevard towards the Coliseum and
Nassau Community College. Go about ¼ of a mile and
make a right at the second entrance into the Coliseum
parking lots and continue driving as far east as you can.
Park near the red Hyundai Sonata. Then walk the short
distance across James Doolittle Boulevard and through
the open gate. You’ll see us there.
If you have any questions, call me at 764-3596.
We’re looking forward to seeing you!

c WELCOME NEW MEMBERS c
Wendy Murbach

One of the wonderful perks that you get from an Audubon membership is the chance to be a part of your local
Audubon chapter, South Shore Audubon Society.
You are automatically a valued member of this active and friendly chapter, so please come out to the next
meeting at the Freeport Memorial Library from 7:30–9:30
p.m., normally on the second Tuesday of the month, to
hear what you can do to help preserve your local environment’s health and viability, to hear about local issues that
you can help to solve, and to see an interesting program.
Whether you are a beginning birder or someone with a
large life list, you will enjoy our weekly Sunday bird walks.
Check out the special events that are mentioned in this
Skimmer. Attend them yourself, and bring your family and
friends too.
You are warmly invited to be an active participant in
this vibrant all-volunteer organization comprised of persons who, like you, care about the earth we live on, about
our local environment, and about the creatures that live
alongside us.
Our new members (some of whom received last
month’s Skimmer, after National Audubon Society belatedly sent us their names) are:
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u BIRD WALKS u
Joe Landesberg

All walks start at 9 a.m.; no walk if it rains. Call me
at 467-9498 in case of questionable conditions or for
other info. Check www.facebook.com/SSAudubon (you
don’t need to have a Facebook account) for cancellations,
changes, and lists from recent walks. Directions and lists
of what we’ve seen in recent years are at www.ssaudubon.org.

Baldwin...........................
Bethpage.........................
East Meadow...................
Farmingdale....................
Floral Park.......................
Garden City.....................
Hicksville........................
Lawrence.........................
Levittown........................
Long Beach.....................

Sept. 22
Jones Beach Coast Guard Station
Sat., Sept. 28 Marine Nature Study Area, Oceanside
Oct. 6
Point Lookout Town Park, S.E. corner (and
Lido Preserve afterwards)
Oct. 13
Hempstead Lake State Park (Southern
State Parkway Exit 18 south, Field #3
Oct. 20
Alley Pond Park (76th Ave. parking lot)
Oct. 27
Jones Beach Coast Guard Station
Nov. 3
Massapequa Preserve (LIRR N.E. lot)
Nov. 10
Mill Pond Park (Wantagh/Bellmore, north
side of Merrick Rd.)

Lynbrook.........................
Malverne.........................
Massapequa Park............
Merrick............................
Plainview.........................
Valley Stream..................
Wantagh..........................
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TACKAPAUSHA WEEKEND GARDENING

Eileen Dawson
Lisa Collins
Charles Seich
Richard Zubrod
Susan Anaischik, Margaret McCaffrey
Robert Catell, Tim Martins, Elizabeth Reilly
National Grid Foundation, Greg Simon
Stuart Weinerman
Dennis Yasinoski
Brian Brady, Sarah Brewster, Robin Donovan &
Robert Saminsky, Stephanie Marra
William McAlpin
Phyllis Morrissey, Ursula Nupp
Elaine Galloway
Frederick Bear, Josephine Gencorelli,
? Langlois, Patsy Turrini
Saul Maluth, Ray Perlman
Nancy Facci, Joyce Goldberg, Letecha Harris
William Baade, Megan Ferguson-Koci
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Marilyn Hametz

NAT’L AUDUBON MEMBERSHIP STATUS (844) 428-3826
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With help from grants awarded to SSAS, the gardens
at the Tackapausha Museum in Seaford have been beautified and improved for birds, butterflies, and people.
Native plants have been added, weeds and invasives removed, and there are signs and informational materials.
However, the Tackapausha gardens are works in progress.
Join us on Saturday morning, October 5, beginning at
9 a.m. Come when you can.
If you would like more information and/or
will join us, please contact Anne Mehlinger at
798-1412 or amehlinger36@gmail.com.
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The names of the catbird and cowbird may differ by
only a couple of letters, but the similarity ends there. Catbirds are doting parents. Cowbirds are not. The Brownheaded Cowbird, a member of the blackbird
family, is North America’s most famous
brood parasite. It never raises its own
young. Instead, it lays its eggs in the
nests of other songbirds, and the foster parents hatch the eggs and raise the
young cowbirds, which grow rapidly and generally outcompete the legitimate offspring of the unwitting hosts.
This system works out well for the brood parasite only
so long as the host birds accept its eggs. Fortunately for
the cowbird, they usually do. Brown-headed Cowbirds are
known to lay eggs in the nests of hundreds of other species: practically every small- to medium-sized songbird
in their range with an open, cup-shaped nest. Most of
those hosts go ahead and raise the foster chicks without
seeming to notice the difference. If we go birding in summer, it’s common to see Song Sparrows, Yellow Warblers,
thrushes, gnatcatchers, buntings, vireos, and many others
feeding fledgling cowbirds.
Gray Catbirds don’t follow the script. They’re frequent
targets; according to some studies, cowbirds may lay eggs
in close to 50 percent of catbird nests. But the catbird parents, unlike most other birds, recognize the alien eggs and
toss them out. It’s very rare for a catbird to actually raise
a young cowbird.
Do catbirds have an instinct to recognize cowbird
eggs? Not quite. Instead, they have the instinctive ability to learn the look of the first egg in their nests, and to
reject any that look different. Naturally, the first egg in a
catbird’s nest almost always will be its own. The female,
who does all the incubating, will come to recognize her
own plain bluish eggs. When a female cowbird manages
to slip in furtively and deposit an egg — buffy white, with
dark spots — the female catbird will notice it within the
next day or so, and will toss it out of the nest.
Because the catbird’s recognition of her own eggs is
learned, not innate, it can lead to strange results. Dr. Stephen Rothstein, as part of his landmark studies on brood
parasites and their hosts, has described a rare situation in
which the female catbird learns the “wrong” egg. It might
happen if a cowbird lays an egg in a nest and removes
the catbird’s first egg, so that when the female catbird returns, she memorizes the cowbird egg pattern. Thereafter, if she continues to lay eggs, she’ll identify them as not
matching her mental image of the prototype. She’ll toss
her own eggs out of the nest after she lays them, while
continuing to incubate the cowbird egg. Clearly this is bad
news for the catbird, but it’s such a rare occurrence that
it shouldn’t take away from the Gray Catbird’s status as a
stellar nest defender.

FROM KENN KAUFMAN’S NOTEBOOK
Editor’s note: A recent addition to National Audubon’s website is www.audubon.org/section/ask-kenn,
which joins https://www.audubon.org/section/kennkaufmans-notebook. Here’s one of the latter’s installments, which ends with “Kenn Kaufman’s Notebook is
a regular column featuring original artwork and essays
by Kaufman, a field editor for Audubon, and a worldrenowned bird expert, author, and environmentalist.”
The Catbird Has a Simple Trick to Outsmart Deadbeat
Brood Parasites. When it comes to protecting its nest from
the Brown-headed Cowbird (pictured) and other nest invaders, the quirky Gray Catbird is especially talented.
Which is more important: good looks or personality?
Before you answer, let me clarify: I’m talking about
birds. As subjects for drawing or painting, I like birds with
bright colors and strong patterns. But for actual birdwatching, you can’t beat a bird with interesting behavior,
a bird with personality.
Take the Gray Catbird, a common, medium-size songbird of eastern gardens and thickets. It’s not colorful — it
is, in a word, gray. It has a little black cap and a cheeky
patch of rusty-red under the tail, and that’s the extent of
its decoration. But this seemingly drab bird has boatloads
of attitude, a quirky personality that makes it a perennial
favorite.
The catbird belongs to the same family as the mockingbirds and thrashers, and as we might expect, its voice
is interesting. A mewing call note, only vaguely catlike,
is the source of the name. It also makes a rapid crackling sound, like a dry stick being snapped abruptly into
pieces. Its song (if we can call it that) is a remarkable performance. Perching up in a thicket, a male catbird spews
out a random series of notes — soft whistles and musical
notes, harsh clucks and squawks, whines, gurgles, clicks,
squeaks, and fragmentary imitations of other birds — at
a rate of about 90 syllables per minute. This babbling delivery can go on for more than 10 minutes without pause,
and although many of the noises are repeated, the sequence of notes keeps changing. It really sounds as if the
catbird is improvising, making up the song as it goes along.
And this singer has stylish moves to go with his tunes.
Watch a catbird in spring and you may see it adopting
all kinds of weird postures: fanning and spreading its tail,
drooping its wings, puffing out the feathers of its lower
back, turning its head to odd angles, all accompanied by
a running commentary of bizarre sounds. To add to its
quirky appeal, a catbird may act intensely curious — another feline characteristic. People working in their gardens often notice a catbird coming to watch, cocking its
head quizzically as it peers at the proceedings.
Its clownish actions are conspicuous, but the most
intriguing thing about the catbird is much harder to observe: This species is remarkably good at thwarting the
schemes of the Brown-headed Cowbird.
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OUR E-LIST http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ssas_list
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OCEAN INITIATIVES
Fish Gotta Swim if Birds Gonna Fly

e specifies that councils consider forage fish when establishing research priorities
e ensures the scientific guidance for fishery managers
includes forage fish recommendations
e requires conservation and management of river
herring and shad (pictured) in the ocean
The bill amends our country’s only federal fisheries
management law, the Magnuson–Stevens Act (enacted
in 1976), to include these vital fish in its
framework. To date, the law has mainly
affected the way we manage larger fish.
This change will help forage fish populations to rebound
and become more stable so that the wildlife, people, and
economies that depend on them can continue to thrive.

Brien Weiner

As our oceans warm and fill with plastic, bleaching
coral reefs and killing marine and avian life, a number of
ocean conservation initiatives around Long Island offer
hope for our seabirds and shorebirds.
Forage Fish
As part of a National Audubon Society campaign, SSAS
has lobbied our Representatives in Congress to cosponsor the Forage Fish Conservation Act (HR 2236), a bipartisan bill that is fundamental to restoring healthy ocean
ecosystems and their related economies. Declines in forage fish such as herring, anchovies, sardines (pictured),
menhaden, capelin, and sand lance
could be catastrophic for our entire
marine ecosystem of larger fish, marine mammals, and seabirds that depend on them, as well
as for the fishing industry and our food supply.
As a volunteer shorebird monitor, I have spent many
early morning hours with Town of Hempstead Conservation and Waterways staff watching Common and Least
Terns and Black Skimmers provision their nests with silversides, killifish, needlefish, menhaden, and sand lance.
Both the quality and quantity of available forage fish determine whether the chicks will survive and develop into
strong fliers to survive their arduous migration.
Most commercially harvested forage fish are ground
up to meet growing demand for nutritional supplements,
livestock feed, and food pellets for farmed fish. In a study
published last December by David Grémillet, researchers
confirmed that commercial fishing is increasingly and directly competing with seabirds for forage fish, helping to
make them the world’s most endangered group of birds,
with global populations plummeting 70% in the last 70
years. This includes such species as the iconic Atlantic
Puffin.
Around Long Island, humpback and fin whale populations have increased due to the return of the menhaden
on which they feed. Without protection
of the menhaden, these whales, as well
as the endangered right whale and
other marine mammals such as
bottlenose dolphins (pictured),
will also decline.
The Forage Fish Conservation Act:
e provides a national definition for forage fish, which
are not currently defined in the Magnuson–Stevens Act
e limits new fishing of currently unmanaged forage
species until the impact on existing fisheries, fishing communities, and the marine ecosystem is assessed
e directs fishery managers to account for the needs
of predators (e.g., seabirds, larger fish, and sea mammals)
in their existing management plans for forage fish

Artificial Reefs
To encourage the growth of healthy ocean ecosystems, and in the spirit of waste not, want not, New
York State is in its second year of a program to create
artificial reefs by depositing cleaned sections of obsolete roadways and bridges and entire decommissioned
ships offshore Long Island. In August, a few Long Island
Audubon chapter leaders were invited by Audubon New
York on a fishing-boat trip with Governor Cuomo, during which workers deployed recycled materials at Fire
Island Reef from the Staten Island Expressway, Kew
Gardens and Kosciuszco Bridges, Erie Canal, and the
retired U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ steel vessel M/V
HUDSON, which will provide shelter for fish and other
marine life. Although the artificial reef is promoted as a
boon for recreational fishing and diving, our birds who do
the same for a living will also benefit.
The New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation’s (DEC) artificial reef program manages 12
artificial reefs (two reefs in Long Island Sound, two in the
Great South Bay and eight in the Atlantic Ocean). Artificial reefs promote marine life where there is generally
featureless bottom, and sites must be chosen carefully so
that existing benthic communities are not harmed. Artificial reefs are generally designed to provide hard surfaces to which algae and invertebrates such as barnacles,
corals, and oysters attach; the accumulation of attached
marine life in turn provides intricate structure and food
for assemblages of fish. They must be monitored, however, for the growth of invasive species. Artificial reefs can
also serve to prevent coastal erosion.
According to the DEC, “All materials placed on reefs
are selected and prepared for use on reefs [and] are scrutinized based on national standards, DEC guidelines, and
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) best management practices. This ensures the materials are cleaned
properly, will function as intended, and will not harm the
environment.”
Similarly, offshore wind turbine platforms can serve as
artificial reefs and hopefully will do more good than harm
to marine ecosystems.
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Horseshoe Crabs
SSAS will be joining a working group, led by Sierra Club
and including representatives from Seatuck Environmental Association, Center for Environmental Research and
Coastal Oceans Monitoring, Cornell Cooperative Extension, and the DEC, to ban the taking of horseshoe crabs
for bait, and/or advocate for a moratorium of the taking
of horseshoe crabs for bait or delicacy from New York
State waters.
A 2014 study by Cornell Cooperative Extension and the
DEC states, “With horseshoe crab moratoriums and restrictions on commercial harvest in nearby states, there is
a possibility that increased fishing pressure on New York
horseshoe crab stocks has the potential to affect local
spawning populations, and therefore alter the availability of horseshoe crab eggs as a food source for migrating
shorebirds. In Delaware Bay, where these birds feed almost exclusively on horseshoe crab eggs, horseshoe crab
population declines have been linked to the declines of
migrating shorebird species such as the Red Knot, Ruddy
Turnstone, and the Semipalmated Sandpiper.” The study
demonstrated that Moriches Bay had horseshoe crab and
shorebird relationships similar to Delaware Bay, and recommended further study of Jamaica Bay and other South
Shore bays and the designation of such Important Bird
Areas as critical habitat (protected under the Endangered
Species Act for the survival of listed species).

WEAKENING THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
Editor’s note: On August 12, National Audubon Society’s Washington, DC office released the following press
statement, which is posted on their website. On August
21, eight other organizations, led by Earthjustice, filed a
lawsuit against the rule changes.
The final Endangered Species Act (ESA) regulatory reform package, released today by the Departments of the
Interior and Commerce, fails the most important measure
of any changes to a bedrock environmental law by marginalizing science-based protections for wildlife.
“As a whole, the rule changes are political, unwise, and
will only increase litigation. They tip the balance in decision-making against vulnerable wildlife and undermine
incentives for effective conservation,” said Sarah Greenberger, senior vice president for conservation policy at
the National Audubon Society.
While some of the new rules are reasonable — including making it easier to direct resources to conservation
projects by speeding up consultation requirements for
federal projects that are beneficial to species — other
changes would severely weaken protections for imperiled
species.
The most egregious of the new changes would allow
the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) to consider the economic costs of listing a species — something expressly
prohibited under existing law. Other changes will make it
much more difficult to provide any protections to newly
listed “threatened species” or to designate the “critical
habitat” species need to recover. The new rules also allow the FWS to ignore the dire effects of climate change
on imperiled species — effects we are seeing with greater
regularity, such as hurricanes that jeopardize the Piping
Plover. [Editor’s interruption: This was written before Category 5 Hurricane Dorian devastated the northern Bahamas; NAS has a donation page that says “Piping Plovers
have reportedly been on the Bahamas since July; time
will tell how they fared during the storm.”]
“While Audubon could have supported some changes
that may improve implementation while speeding up
support for at-risk wildlife, these damaging new rules
will weaken protections for imperiled species and include
language that is wholly contrary to the law,” said Greenberger.
The ESA is our nation’s most powerful
tool for protecting wildlife. Protections
provided by the Act have succeeded
in preventing the extinction of 99 percent of the species listed and benefitted
many others that depend on the landscapes it’s helped to protect. The ESA
has helped numerous species recover, including the Peregrine Falcon, Bald Eagle,
and Brown Pelican (pictured), and set many other species
on the path to recovery.

Take Action
As individuals, we can help our seabirds and shorebirds,
marine ecosystems, and coastal communities by urging
our elected officials to support legislation to protect our
oceans. We can join beach cleanups or do it ourselves
when birding (it is a sad truth that on many beaches you
can almost always find a plastic bag to fill with plastic
trash). And, as mentioned previously at SSAS meetings
and in this newsletter, choose sustainable seafood (see
www.seafood.org for recommendations).
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LIKE US! http://facebook.com/SSAudubon
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VOLUNTEERS FOR WILDLIFE (516) 674-0982
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SAVE THE DATE
Marilyn Hametz

Our Holiday Party for Children at the Tackapausha
Museum is scheduled for Saturday, December 14.
The party includes a wildlife show, nature crafts, and
refreshments. This special event is a great time to visit the
museum with your children or grandchildren.
SSAS will be providing light refreshments and helping guests with bird feeder nature crafts. If you would
like to enjoy the event as a South Shore Audubon volunteer, please contact me at 799-7189 or mwhametz@
optonline.net.
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THE BOOKCASE
“The Birds” by Daphne du Maurier; the Film by
Alfred Hitchcock

Visit Frank’s web site at www.frankscoblete.com. His books
are available from smile.amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com,
as e-books, and in bookstores.

Frank Scoblete
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WELCOME, GRETA!
“The Birds” is not a novel. Rather it is a short story by
Daphne du Maurier that appears in her book The Apple
Tree. I’m guessing that you probably know about those
birds from Alfred Hitchcock’s movie The Birds.
The short story and the movie are quite different but
that doesn’t matter. Both have our flighted friends, now
turned enemies, attacking us with horrific
designs such as — to put it mildly — wiping
us out. Yes, “The Birds” and The Birds both
feature fierce, feathered, beaking, clawing
killers of planet Earth’s dominant creatures, meaning us,
meaning you and me.
Not a nice thought, is it? Those often spectacularly
beautiful creatures ripping us to shreds don’t fit into our
concept that birds are peaceful, nonaggressive beings out
to make the world a more beautiful and loving place. We
don’t think of them as “fierce, feathered, beaking, clawing
killers,” do we?
Du Maurier’s “The Birds” focuses on a farmer in
England, post World War II, whose native birds decide
to take matters under their own wings and begin the extermination process. It appears that the birds have gone
crazy throughout England but no person seems able to
communicate with anyone else. The birds have cut our
communication channels.
In Hitchcock’s The Birds, the small town of Bodega Bay
in California gets a visit from the beautiful Tippi Hedren
and then from a massive influx of really nasty avians
whose purpose is to not only slaughter Tippi, but also to
make an unsanitary mess of the town.
Oh, well, this is all fiction, right? Not so fast: I was attacked by a Blue Jay in Chicago and by one in my backyard in New York. I’m hoping it’s not the same exact bird,
because flying from Chicago to New York to dive-bomb
my head seems like a very long trip for one bird to achieve
basically nothing. Neither Blue Jay drew blood; both just
scared me. I will admit I’m easily scared and Blue Jays are
notoriously tough.
But seriously, birds don’t attack people except for the
occasional Blue Jay protecting its nest, right? Again, not
so fast: Just go to the Internet and type in “mass bird attacks” or “birds killing humans,” or find out what’s going on in Houston, Texas. Our feathered friends seem to
have more aspects to them than we think or wish or pray.
Sometimes we are indeed their prey.
But look on the bright side; we eat more turkeys on
Thanksgiving than turkeys have eaten us and we actually
have chicken farms that allow millions of us to delight in
eating those feathered morsels every day.
The birds have not yet evened the score. Maybe though,
maybe though, they just need a little more time.

Jim Brown

Greta Thunberg, the sixteen-year-old Swedish student
climate activist, just arrived in the United States. She arrived after a 15-day voyage from Plymouth, England to
New York on a sailing yacht equipped with solar panels, underwater turbines, and — of course — sails. Ms.
Thunberg is noted for starting a movement of students
throughout the world known as the “School
Strike for Climate,” also termed “Fridays for
Future.” In May of 2018 she began protesting
on Fridays outside the Swedish Parliament;
she has been joined by hundreds of thousands
of children since then, in a growing international movement. School walkouts are staged by students on Fridays
to draw the attention of the public, and their political
leaders, to the climate emergency that we face and the
need to take rapid action to halt global warming.
Greta traveled to the U.S., in her chosen carbonneutral manner, to attend the UN Climate Action Summit
scheduled for September 23, called by the UN Secretary
General, António Guterres, to bolster the goals of the
Paris Climate Agreement. Following events in New York,
she is scheduled to attend the COP25 climate change
conference in Santiago, Chile [see https://www.cop25.
cl/en/ for info — ed.]. She will again travel with a low
carbon footprint. In September, two major global School
Strikes for Climate are scheduled — one on September
20; the other on September 27. These strikes will not be
confined to students, but will be intergenerational. Hopefully these actions will be successful and impact policy.
The young, such as Greta Thunberg and the many thousands of schoolchildren she has motivated to take action,
will be the ones bearing the brunt of the impacts of climate chaos that are predicted for upcoming decades. After many of us are no longer here, they will be the truly
unlucky ones to experience firsthand the results of tipping points reached and whole ecosystems destroyed.
That is, unless action is taken quickly and dramatically,
at all levels of government, and throughout all sectors of
society.
Ms. Thunberg has stated: “The climate crisis has already been solved. We already have all the facts and
solutions. All we have to do is to wake up and change.”
This is a strong message and a hopeful one. Perhaps her
message, as it appears in this one quote, overstates matters, but her drawing attention to all the solid science
we have accumulated around climate change and the
number of solutions to combating it that exist is right on
the mark. The need to “wake up and change” is undeniable. Changes, as the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
6

Climate Change), scientists, and many climate activists,
young and old, have affirmed, must come quickly and be
profound and systemic.
Welcome, Greta, to the United States and to our other
sister nations of the Americas! May your message resonate and your trip result in success!

and granular applications (dried pellets). Birds that have
simply walked on contaminated vegetation or eaten
seeds or insects laced with the pesticide can grow sick
or die. Research has shown that chlorpyrifos causes sparrows to lose their sense of direction and makes it difficult for Japanese Quail to breathe. Chlorpyrifos can also
decimate the food base for birds that eat fish and insects,
because it is one of the most toxic pesticides for aquatic
ecosystems.
A range of pest-control products and practices can be
used in place of chlorpyrifos. These include pest-resistant
crop varieties, techniques to disrupt insect mating, a wide
range of nontoxic traps (such as water traps and sweep
nets), good field sanitation, crop rotation, high-pressure
washing and steam sanitization, and less-toxic insecticides. Cornell Cooperative Extension has published
guides to alternatives for important crops, including apples. You can help speed the transition process and save
lives.
Enacting S5343/A2477B would make New York a leader in protecting public health and our environment where
the Trump administration has failed. The benefits of this
bill would only multiply as other states follow New York's
example. Thank you for considering our request.
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CHLORPYRIFOS LEGISLATION STILL
ON GOVERNOR’S DESK
Editor’s note: The following letter, drafted by Brien
Weiner, was approved by SSAS's board during the first
week of September.
Dear Governor Cuomo,
The South Shore Audubon Society urges you to sign bill
S5343/A2477B to ban the pesticide chlorpyrifos. We are
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and a local chapter of
the National Audubon Society, and we represent approximately 1300 households in southern Nassau County. The
mission of SSAS is ... [on the first page of this Skimmer]
The Trump administration, in deference to the chemical industry and its campaign contributions, is willfully
ignoring decades of scientific research by refusing to ban
chlorpyrifos. S5343/A2477B passed the Legislature in
April with overwhelming and bipartisan support, and it is
critical that you enact this law to protect public health and
our environment in New York. In response to EPA’s failure
to enact a chlorpyrifos ban, New York Attorney General
Letitia James is leading a coalition of state attorneys general who have sued the agency, arguing that EPA’s failure
to ban chlorpyrifos is illegal. Any veto of S5343/A2477B
would be inconsistent with New York’s legal claims.
Moreover, litigation can take years, and every day that
chlorpyrifos remains in use puts New Yorkers’ health at
risk, particularly that of children.
Scientific studies have demonstrated that exposure
to very low levels of chlorpyrifos during pregnancy can
harm the developing brains of infants and young children.
Specific adverse impacts include delayed mental and psychomotor development, attention and behavior problems
including autism spectrum disorder, reduced IQ, and loss
of working memory. Exposure has also been linked to
cancer, Parkinson’s disease, and a whole host of other
negative human health impacts. Farmers, farmworkers,
and rural
communities
have an increased risk
of
direct
exposure to
chlor pyrifos, which is
associated
with immediate and long-term adverse health impacts.
Further, a biological evaluation by the Environmental
Protection Agency found that chlorpyrifos is “likely to
adversely affect” 97 percent of all threatened and endangered wildlife, including more than 100 listed bird
species. Of particular danger to birds are the highly concentrated doses of chlorpyrifos found in seed treatments
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ISLAND PARK & FREEPORT DRIVERS WANTED
If you’re occasionally available on late Friday afternoons (before 5 p.m.), please join our very short list of
SSAS members who are willing to pick up the Skimmer
from our printer in Island Park (no lifting required), rain
or shine. Also, if you’re able to carry trays of Skimmers
from the Freeport Post Office’s parking lot to the adjacent
loading dock on weekdays, you may be needed too.
Please e-mail your editor/president at mssperling@
optonline.net to volunteer. You’ll only be called upon
when we need a backup.
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG

SSAS Post Office Statement — South Shore
Skimmer is published monthly from September
through December and February through May
by South Shore Audubon Society, P.O. Box
31, Freeport, NY 11520-0031.
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BECOME A MEMBER OF SSAS
Think Globally, but Join Locally!

Michael Sperling, President & Skimmer Editor.............. 221-3921

Option 1. You can join SSAS for a year by sending $20
payable to South Shore Audubon Society using the form
below. Our address is P.O. Box 31, Freeport, NY 115200031.
Option 2. To join NAS and your all-volunteer local chapter, you can help SSAS by joining Audubon through us
for the same price that it costs if you join through NAS
(we get $0 from these dues unless you join through us).
Mail the form below and your check payable to National
Audubon Society to SSAS at the address above. The special rate for the first year is $20 per household.
Renewing? Please send NAS renewals directly to NAS.
"uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

Brien Weiner, VP & Conservation Co-Chair................... 220-7121
Joe Landesberg, Treasurer & Field Trips........................ 536-4808
Alene Scoblete, Recording Secretary.............................. 596-3239
Guy Jacob, Director (6/22).............................................. 312-3348
Richard Kopsco, Dir. (6/22) & Brookside Preserve....... 825-6792
Bill Clifford, Director (6/21)..................................... 631-991-7989
Frank Scoblete, Director (6/21)....................................... 596-3239
Betty Belford, Director (6/20).......................................... 385-1759
Paul Stessel, Director (6/20)............................................. 208-6374

q

Betty Borowsky, Education............................................... 764-3596

r Donations to SSAS are always welcome! $_______
Yes, I’d like to join: r SSAS only r National Audubon too

Gail Brown, Hospitality..................................................... 608-1446

NAME: _____________________________________

Jim Brown, Conservation Co-Chairperson.................... 608-1446

ADDRESS: __________________________________

Joanne Del Prete, Trip Leader.......................................... 433-0739

_____________________________________ (Zip+4)

Betsy Gulotta, College Scholarships................................ 546-8841

PHONE NO.: _________________________________

Marilyn Hametz, Publicity................................................. 799-7189

E-MAIL: ____________________________________

Wendy Murbach, Membership......................................... 546-6303

Chapter Code R15 (South Shore Audubon Society)

Dolores Rogers, Welcoming.............................................. 426-9012

"uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

Bill Belford, Information & Research............................... 385-1759

